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Abstract – Modelling of temperature excursions in

structures of conceptual power plants during hypothetical

worst-case accidents has been performed within the
European Power Plant Conceptual Study (PPCS). A new,

3D finite elements (FE) based tool, coupling the different

calculations to the same tokamak geometry, has been
extensively used to conduct the neutron transport,

activation and thermal analyses for all PPCS plant

models. During a total loss of cooling, the usual
assumption for the bounding accident, passive removal of

the decay heat from activated materials depends on

conduction and radiation heat exchange between
components. This paper presents and discusses results

obtained during the PPCS bounding accident thermal

analyses, examining the following issues: (a) radiation
heat exchange between the inner surfaces of the tokamak,

(b) the presence of air within the cryostat volume, and the

heat flow arising from the circulation pattern provided by
temperature differences between various parts, and (c)

the thermal conductivity of pebble beds, and its
degradation due to exposure to neutron irradiation,

affecting the heat transfer capability and thermal

response of a blanket based on these components.

I. INTRODUCTION

Power plant studies provide insight into physics and

technology issues to be addressed for the development of

optimal fusion power generation in the near future.

Modelling of temperature excursions in the structures of

these devices following hypothetical worst-case scenarios

is part of the analyses carried out during the European

Power Plant Conceptual Study1 (PPCS). The so-called

bounding accident assumes total and unmitigated loss of

coolant for a prolonged time, and radioactive decay of

activated materials as the only source of heat.

Passive heat removal in a tokamak power plant

during such a loss of cooling depends on conduction and

radiation heat transfer, therefore the simulation of thermal

transients under those accidental conditions strongly

depends on the thermal conductivity and emissivity of the

components and materials involved. Moreover, in a

conservative scenario such as that assumed during the

PPCS analyses, heat is ultimately removed by means of

radiation between the vacuum vessel/coils and cryostat,

where it is rejected to the atmosphere. However, in some

scenarios the presence of air may be assumed filling the

volume inside the cryostat, either stagnant or naturally

circulating due to local temperature gradients.

In this paper, results from calculations performed for

the PPCS analyses are discussed, investigating the effect

of these issues on the thermal performance of plant

models during bounding accidents, and in particular of:

(a) Radiation heat exchange between the inner

surfaces of the plasma chamber, i.e. FW and divertor

surfaces. As the divertor sustains high temperatures

during a loss of cooling accident, radiation exchange with

the surrounding structures is important.

(b) Thermal conductivity of pebble beds. The ability

of blanket designs based on these components to remove

heat by conduction is greatly dependent on their thermal

conductivity. This property is usually not well represented

by formulae for homogeneous mixtures of materials, and

is strongly degraded by exposure to neutron irradiation.

(c) Presence of stagnant or naturally circulating air

within the cryostat volume. In general, it is observed that

temperature differences set in motion a flow pattern that

facilitates heat removal to the surrounding cryostat.

II. COMPUTATIONAL TOOL

The HERCULES system2,3 integrates the different

computational codes used in the study of bounding

accidents: MCNP for neutron transport analysis,

FISPACT for nuclide inventory and activation

calculation, and COSMOS/M for FE thermal analysis. It

couples these codes to the same toroidally symmetric, 3D

geometry, allowing radial as well as poloidal analyses. It

provides automation of input files generation, post-

processing of results, and calculation of several

parameters of interest in power plant engineering analysis:

neutron flux distribution, activation and other related

quantities, wall loading, tritium breeding, nuclear heating

and radiation damage rates, among others.

The geometry is parametrically described and follows

the ultimate plasma contour, allowing for the definition of
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radial layers and poloidal sectors. One sector within one

layer defines a cell, and each cell is made of a

homogeneous mixture of the materials in the layer. Gaps

are automatically added between the four outer layers,

whose thickness is again controlled by the user. Figure 1

shows an example poloidal cross section of the geometry

for the so-called plant model B (PMB) of the PPCS. The

system can also accommodate a different material mixture

representing the divertor, located at the bottom of the

model, below the plasma, and embracing a user-specified

number of poloidal sectors and radial layers. The cryostat

and central solenoid are also included, the former as a

cylindrical structure whose radius, height, thickness and

material composition must be provided. The latter is

attached to the outmost inboard layer, and only internal

radius and material composition need to be defined.

For the COSMOS/M4 FE model, effective material

properties as functions of temperature are calculated

according to material composition using in-parallel

formulae. Equation 1 describes the thermal conductivity,

where the subscript n indicates the n-th material in the

cell, vf volume fraction and k thermal conductivity.

n

nn

eff kvfk (1)

Volumetric heating is taken from FISPACT results

on decay heat production for each cell. In addition to it,

and to the inherent heat conduction between the elements

in the FE grid, radiative heat exchange between the

plasma chamber surfaces, between the bounding surfaces

of the gap layers, and between the outer coils surface and

cryostat, are also defined. The emissivity of the elements

in a layer can be set to that of any of the materials in its

composition. A convective boundary condition at the side

and top walls of the cryostat simulates the heat exchange

with the environment, whereas the ground is at constant

temperature. All boundary and load conditions in the FE

Fig. 1. Model geometry for the neutron transport and FE

thermal analyses of PMB. Dark cells correspond to the

divertor, here consisting of two poloidal sectors.

model can be time or temperature dependent. The user-

controlled FE meshing divides each cell into 4-node

revolution body elements.

III. PPCS POWER PLANT FE MODELS

The analyses reported here refer to the so-called

conservative PPCS designs, i.e. those based on near-term

physics and technology expertise. These are plant model

A (PMA), using the water-cooled, liquid lithium lead

blanket concept WCLL5, and plant model B (PMB), based

in the helium-cooled, pebble bed blanket concept, HCPB6.

The main plant parameters are listed in Table I, whereas

Table II shows the characteristics of the FE models

developed using the HERCULES system. The radial

build, comprising the different components of the plants,

consisted of: FW, blanket, high and low temperature

shields (HTS and LTS, the latter only in PMA), vacuum

vessel (VV) and toroidal field coils (TFC).

The WCLL blanket5 uses stagnant LiPb enclosed in a

water-cooled structure made of low activation steel,

Eurofer. PMA only shield is made of water-cooled

Eurofer. In PMB6, the HCPB blanket is based on alternate

layers of Li4SiO4 and beryllium pebble beds, also using

Eurofer as structural material. The HTS and LTS are

helium-cooled, Eurofer structures, the latter with small

amounts of ZrH1.7 for neutron shielding. The VV and TFC

of both plant models are ITER-like designs.

PMA divertor is a water-cooled concept7, consisting

of a fixed shield and replaceable divertor cassettes made

of slotted tungsten monoblock targets, copper alloy heat

sink, and two Eurofer structural legs. The PMB design8 is

a replaceable, helium-cooled structure containing small

amounts of tungsten in the plasma-facing components. In

both cases, these were approximated in the FE models

assuming homogeneous mixtures of the materials present.

TABLE I. PPCS models A and B plant parameters.

Parameter PM A PM B

Fusion power (GW) 5.5 3.3
Major radius (m) 9.8 8.6
Aspect ratio 3.0 3.0
Elongation 1.9 1.9
Triangularity 0.4 0.4

TABLE II. Characteristics of the FE models.

PM A PM B

Radial layers (no gaps) 17 13
Poloidal sectors 16 16
Divertor sectors 4 2
Cryostat: height (m)
                radius (m)
                thickness (m)

24.0
19.0
0.1

22.0
17.0
0.1

Solenoid inner radius (m) 2.4 2.4
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IV. ANALYSES AND RESULTS

Applied heat loads were obtained from previous

PPCS activation calculations2, in the form of specific

decay power time histories. For illustration, Figure 2

shows that of cells corresponding to divertor surface in

both PMA and PMB. Component initial temperatures

were set to their operational values, and curves describing

the temperature variation of the thermal properties of all

the materials in the designs were supplied to the code.

The emissivity of all radiating surfaces was set to that

of the structural materials: mainly steel, apart from that of

the divertor surfaces, set to tungsten values. A heat

transfer coefficient of 5 W/m2K was chosen to simulate

typical natural convection conditions in the cryostat walls;

ambient and ground temperature were set to 20oC.

IV.A. Divertor-FW radiative thermal coupling

The approximate representation of the divertor in the

FE models allows for exploring the influence of this

structure, not only in the neutron transport and activation

inventory, but also in the thermal response during

accidental scenarios. Thermal coupling of the divertor and

FW through radiative heat exchange is observed to occur

in all PPCS plant models during the bounding accident

analyses. The most extreme case is PMA, where a peak

occurring at early stages of the transient is observed in the

divertor and in-vessel structures3. It was anticipated that

this could be a consequence of the approximate divertor

modelling: the irradiation of its homogeneous mixture of

steel, tungsten and Cu alloy producing high early specific

decay heat levels (Figure 2) in a large amount of material

(four poloidal sectors), this causing the temperature peak,

and radiative heat exchange with the FW transmitting it to

the in-vessel structures. In order to explore this, thermal

analyses were repeated artificially suppressing radiative

heat exchange between the divertor and FW surfaces, and

assuming 400 time steps of 36 minutes each: a total of 10

days of transient. The calculation was also repeated in the

same way for PMB, for comparison.

Results are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The early

temperature peak in PMA divertor is dramatically

increased because, since conduction to the blanket

modules in its vicinity is poor and no radiative exchange

with the FW is being allowed, early decay heat is

accumulated here. Temperatures in the FW (and in the

rest of in-vessel components, though not shown), are

relaxed. In PMB, even though divertor temperatures are

increased due to lack of radiative heat exchange with the

FW, the effect is not so significant because (a) the specific

decay heat load is lower during this time scale, and given

the smaller size there is much less heat being generated,

(b) the area for radiative heat exchange is also smaller,

and (c) heat is promptly transmitted to blanket modules in

the vicinity, due to the good conductivity of the blanket.
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Fig. 2. Specific decay heat production (kW/kg) at the

divertor tiles of PMA and PMB.

Since in reality there is no direct conduction path

between the divertor and blanket modules, it is expected

that the thermal behaviour of any power plant during a

loss of cooling accident will be similar to that of PMA.

On the other hand, the relatively large size of this divertor

model is surely exaggerating this effect. In any case, the

influence of the divertor decay heat and radiative heat

exchange with the FW deserves further analysis.

IV.B. Pebble bed conductivity

If the dimensions of the bed are considerably bigger

than the diameter of the pebbles, the system can be treated

as a homogeneous medium using an effective thermal

conductivity. However, the value of this is usually much

smaller than the conductivity of the plain pebble material

and depends on a large number of factors: the material

itself, but also pebble size, gas pressure and purge speed,

packing factor, contact area (deformation) and

temperature being the most important. The influence of

this parameter in the blanket thermal performance during

operation is crucial: its effect in the passive removal of

decay heat during accidents has now been investigated.

During the PPCS studies, Equation 1 was used to

represent the conductivity of the HCPB blanket, together

with values of beryllium and Li4SiO4 conductivity, but its

validity is very much questionable due to the lack of

homogeneity of the system. Analyses were repeated using

appropriate pebble bed conductivity data. Values found in

the literature for HCPB-like beryllium9 and lithium

orthosilicate10 pebble bed experiments varied from 3 to 12

W/mK, for the former, and from 0.7 to 1.1 W/mK, for the

latter, depending on the deformation of the pebbles, in an

operational temperature range (250o – 500o C).

Deformation arises due to constrained strains caused by

thermal expansion and irradiation swelling. Since the

bounding accident is supposed to occur at the end of life,

maximum values were used. As for temperature variation,
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Fig. 3. PMA divertor and outboard midplane FW thermal

transients with thermal radiation within the plasma

chamber, and with this radiation artificially suppressed.

that of the pebble bed material was assumed. Transient

analysis for PMB was performed using COSMOS/M and

assuming 400 time steps of 6 hours each: a total of 100

days of total and unmitigated loss of cooling.

The time response followed by the structures was not

found to be significantly altered, although the radial

temperature distribution was, as shown in Figure 5. A

steeper temperature gradient is observed when irradiated

pebble bed conductivity values are assumed. The effect is

very small, however, and regarding safety concerns

arising from hydrogen production in the ZrH1.7 of the LTS

due to high temperatures, is certainly negligible.

IV.C. Fluid inside the cryostat

Previous studies11 showed that simulating certain

convective heat removal within the cryostat by artificially
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Fig. 5. Radial temperature profiles at the outboard

midplane of the breeder, HTS and LTS of PMB during the

bounding accident, at different transient times, for PPCS

and for irradiated HCPB-like conductivity values.
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Fig. 4. PMB divertor and outboard midplane FW thermal

transients with thermal radiation within the plasma

chamber, and with this radiation artificially suppressed.

increasing the thermal conductivity of the air present in

this volume alleviates vessel and ex-vessel temperatures.

To support this assumption, quasi-steady, computational

fluid-dynamic analyses were performed, again with

COSMOS/M, in which a natural convection regime of air

dissipating a given heat flux was modelled. Surface heat

flux distribution was taken from results of the PPCS

thermal analyses, at a period of operation (50 days) when

temperatures are maximum and time variations minimal.

PMB geometry was again generated with the help of the

HERCULES system. It is anticipated that the induced

flow will efficiently carry heat to the cooled cryostat

surfaces, thus relaxing the temperature difference between

the cryostat and the coils, and between the coils surfaces.

Fig. 6. Induced velocity distribution and vertical velocity

(vy) radial profile at the outboard midplane of the gap

between the coils and cryostat, in m/s.
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For stability of the solution, outer straight surfaces of

the coils were transformed into curved ones, thus avoiding

sharp corners. Figure 6 shows the induced velocity

distribution and a vertical velocity radial profile of the

established flow pattern. The air is rising along the hot

interior surfaces and diverting horizontally across the top

surface, where it cools and subsequently flows down

along the cooler cryostat. The flow is faster in the inboard

due to higher temperatures and area restriction. For the

same heat dissipation, and as a consequence of the

induced flow, poloidal temperature differences are relaxed

and surface temperatures are significantly lower than in

previous thermal calculations with still air (Figure 7,

kair*1), or with artificially increased conductivity

simulating convection (kair*103), particularly inboard.

Maxima are now located at the top of the machine, where

mixing of two separate hot flows occurs. Flow velocities

and patterns are typical of naturally convecting flows in

such enclosed geometry.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Radiative heat exchange between divertor and FW

surfaces has been found responsible for the early

temperature peak in these components during postulated

bounding accidents in PPCS PMA. Divertors produce

considerable early decay heat levels and sustain high

temperatures during loss of cooling accidents, therefore

radiation exchange with the surrounding structures is

important. A PPCS follow-on task is already undergoing

in order to explore this using more detailed computational

models.

The low effective conductivity of pebble beds has

been found to have little impact in the thermal response of

the HCPB blanket during the transient. However, the

possible presence of air within the cryostat volume, and

the temperature differences in the surfaces produced

during the transient as a result of the decay heat

production and loss of cooling, have the ability to set in

motion a flow pattern that facilitates heat removal to the

surrounding cryostat and eventually the atmosphere.

Steady-state calculations have shown the potential of this

feature to considerably alleviate temperatures reached in

structures of the tokamak, particularly inboard.
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